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Proof of Frens
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frens  gud tiemsx= love - hate
ego

In "Proof of Frens" (PoF), da whole blockchain is fueled by 
frenship! No machines, just pals! No codes, just trust. 
We're frens! Let's build dis blockchain with frenship, 

where every block is a new fren!
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Background
Introduction

$APU whitepapr

*its parody frens

Executive Summary
$APU emerges as a pioneering cryptocurrency, drawing inspiration from the beloved internet meme, Apu (also known 
as Peepo or Helper). This document outlines $APU's inception, mission, technology, tokenomics, and strategic roadmap. 
Unlike typical memecoins, $APU is founded on principles of transparency, community engagement, and long-term 
value creation. This whitepaper serves as a comprehensive guide for potential investors, cryptocurrency exchanges, and 
participants interested in the unique vision and sustainable growth of the $APU ecosystem.

Apu Apustaja, a derivative of Pepe the Frog in the style of Spurdo Spärde, emerged on the Finnish image board 
Ylilauta and gained popularity on 4chan, known there as "Helper." Its origins trace back to January 2016, with the 
phrase "apu apustaja" appearing on Ylilauta. The character's spread accelerated with the launch of a Facebook page 
on January 14th, 2016. An anonymous 4chan user introduced Apu Apustaja to the platform on March 25th, sharing 
a version of Pepe referencing a "food help helper," which quickly garnered attention on the /b/ board.

Vision and Mission
In an era dominated by fleeting digital assets and questionable integrity, Apu the anthropomorphic frog leaps forward 
with $APU - a cryptocurrency that stands as a bastion of trust and transparency. Aimed at fostering a tight-knit 
community, $APU transcends the conventional boundaries of memecoins to deliver a project with genuine growth 
prospects and community benefits.

Technology and Security
$APU is built on a robust and scalable blockchain infrastructure designed to support high transaction volumes, rapid 
processing times, and enhanced security features. At its core, $APU leverages the Ethereum blockchain, known for its wide 
adoption, security, and smart contract capabilities, making it an ideal foundation for the $APU token and its ecosystem.

Blockchain Foundation
The choice of Ethereum as the blockchain foundation for $APU stems from its proven track record in hosting a multitude 
of successful projects and tokens. Ethereum's smart contract functionality allows for the creation of complex financial 
instruments, decentralized applications (dApps), and automated governance protocols that can operate without central 
authority or intermediaries.

Security Protocols
Security is paramount in the $APU ecosystem. $APU implements multiple layers of security protocols to safeguard the 
network and its participants' assets. These include cryptographic encryption of transactions, multi-signature wallets for 
community treasury, and regular security audits conducted by reputable third-party firms to identify and rectify 
potential vulnerabilities.

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) Integration
$APU is designed to seamlessly integrate with the broader DeFi ecosystem, offering users access

to a range of financial services such as lending, borrowing, yield farming, and liquidity provision

directly within the $APU platform. This integration not only enhances the utility of the $APU token

but also opens up new avenues for growth and value creation within the ecosystem.
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Scalability Solutions
Cont’d
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Anticipating the future growth of the $APU community and the need for higher transaction throughput, $APU is 
committed to implementing scalability solutions. These include exploring Layer 2 scaling solutions, such as rollups, and 
sidechains, which can significantly increase the network's capacity while maintaining security and decentralization.

Transaction Security and Privacy
$APU places a high emphasis on transaction security and user privacy. Innovative mechanisms are employed to ensure 
transaction integrity and confidentiality, including zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) for private transactions and secure 
multi-party computation (sMPC) for enhanced security in asset transfers and smart contract executions.

Continuous Improvements & INnovation
The technological landscape of $APU is not static. The project is committed to continuous improvement and innovation, 
actively monitoring advancements in blockchain technology and cryptography to incorporate cutting-edge solutions that 
enhance the platform's functionality, security, and user experience. By prioritizing technology and security, $APU aims to 
build a resilient and forward-thinking cryptocurrency ecosystem that stands the test of time, fostering trust and 
confidence among its users and stakeholders.

Tokenomics and Supply

Technology & Security

82,800,000,000
82.8B Tokens Burned Forever!!

Original

Token Supply

420.69B
4 2 0 , 6 9 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

Current Circulating

Token Supply

337.89B
3 3 7 , 8 9 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

Zero Buy tax0% Zero Sell tax0%
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Liquidity Provision

How to Buy $APU
Purchasing $APU tokens is designed to be an accessible and straightforward process, leveraging the interoperability 
and ease of use provided by decentralized exchanges (DEX) such as Uniswap. Here's a comprehensive guide for new 
investors on how to acquire $APU tokens using MetaMask and Uniswap:

Download a Wallet
Download and Install: First, download the MetaMask wallet (or a another wallet) extension for your browser or the 
mobile app for your device. MetaMask is compatible with Chrome, Firefox, Brave, and Edge browsers.

Create your wallet
Follow the prompts to create a new wallet. Make sure to securely store your recovery phrase in a safe place—it's the only 
way to recover your wallet if you forget your password

Add Ethereum to your Wallet
Since $APU is an ERC-20 token, you'll need to have Ethereum (ETH) in your MetaMask wallet to cover transaction fees 
on Uniswap. You can purchase ETH directly within MetaMask or transfer it from another wallet or exchange.

Buying $APU on Uniswap
 Connect MetaMask to Uniswap: Visit the Uniswap interface and click on "Connect Wallet" in the upper right corner. 

Select MetaMask from the list of wallets
 Select $APU Token: Once your wallet is connected, you'll need to select $APU as the token you wish to purchase. You 

can do this by entering the $APU contract address into the search field. (Ensure you have the correct address to avoid 
scams)

 Swap ETH for $APU: Enter the amount of ETH you wish to swap for $APU. Uniswap will automatically calculate the 
amount of $APU you will receive based on the current exchange rat

 Adjust Slippage and Confirm Transaction: Before confirming the swap, adjust the slippage tolerance according to 
market conditions to prevent transaction failure. Confirm the transaction in MetaMask, acknowledging the gas fee

 Transaction Completion: Wait for the transaction to be processed on the Ethereum blockchain. This can take a few 
minutes, depending on network congestion. Once confirmed, your $APU tokens will appear in your MetaMask wallet.

 ADDING $APU TOKEN TO METAMASK To view your $APU balance directly in MetaMask, you may need 
to add the $APU token manually: • In MetaMask, click on "Add Token." • Enter the $APU contract address 
and the token symbol ($APU). The token decimals should auto-populate. • Confirm, and you should now 
see your $APU balance in your wallet.

Always ensure you are using the official Uniswap interface and have verified the $APU contract address. 
Be cautious of phishing sites and always double-check URLs. Remember, the crypto market is volatile, 
and it's important to do your own research (DYOR) before making any investment. Page
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100% of the initial supply was allocated to the liquidity 
pool, permanently locked to for market stability and 

protect against potential rug pulls.
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APu Roadmap

phase
Apu birth1

phase grow apu2

The $APU token's strategic roadmap is crafted with precision to guide 
our journey towards establishing $APU as a leading cryptocurrency in 
the market. Each phase is designed with frenly milestones to ensure 

steady progress and value creation for our community.

Initial DEX (Decentralized Exchange) listings to make 
$APU readily available for early adopters.

Secure listings on CEX (Centralized Exchanges) to 
increase $APU's accessibility and trading volume.

Achieve a base of 2,750+ holders, fostering a robust initial community.

Initiate the $APU takeover with targeted marketing 
campaigns and community-building efforts.

Execute the Apu Community Takeover, engaging community 
members in decision-making and promotional activities.

Establish strategic partnerships to expand 
$APU's ecosystem and utility

Grow the community to 10,000+ holders, 
strengthening the $APU network effect
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APu Roadmap

phase
mainstream


adoption3

phase
WERLD


TAKEOVER!!4

Achieve listings on Tier 1 exchanges, 
enhancing liquidity and profile

Introduce Apu's NFT (Non-Fungible Token) collection, 
merging the meme culture with blockchain innovation.

Launch Apu's Official Merchandise, creating physical 
connections with our digital brand.

Expand the holder base to 50,000+, solidifying $APU's 
position in the market.

Aim for a groundbreaking 1B+ market capitalization, setting 
new benchmarks for meme tokens.

Surpass a market capitalization of +100M, marking 
$APU's growing financial impact.

Achieve 100,000+ holders, establishing a vast, 
active, and engaged $APU community.

Realize $APU world domination through continuous 
innovation, community engagement, and strategic 

ecosystem development.

Cont’d

Each phase of this roadmap not only signifies our growth targets but also our commitment to 
innovation, community, and transparency. As we advance, we remain dedicated to adapting our 

strategies to meet the evolving needs of our community and the broader cryptocurrency landscape.
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Governance & frens

Protocol upgrades and changes

Allocation of community treasury funds.

New partnership and integration opportunities

Community-driven initiatives and projects.
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The $APU ecosystem is built on the foundation of community governance, 
ensuring that every holder has a voice in the project's direction. Our governance 
model leverages decentralized voting mechanisms, allowing $APU token holders 

to propose and vote on key decisions, including but not limited to:

By actively participating in governance, $APU holders not only 
contribute to the ecosystem's development but also ensure its 

alignment with the community's values and interests. Our aim 
is to foster a transparent, inclusive, and empowered community 

that drives $APU toward achieving its vision and mission
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Risk Factors

Market Volatility
The value of $APU, like other cryptocurrencies, can be highly volatile. Market dynamics, regulatory changes, and 
macroeconomic factors can significantly impact the token's price.

Regulatory Risks
Changes in regulatory frameworks governing cryptocurrencies and digital assets in various jurisdictions could affect 
$APU's operations, access to markets, and the community's growth.

Create your wallet
Follow the prompts to create a new wallet. Make sure to securely store your recovery phrase in a safe place—it's the only 
way to recover your wallet if you forget your password

Add Ethereum to your Wallet
Since $APU is an ERC-20 token, you'll need to have Ethereum (ETH) in your MetaMask wallet to cover transaction fees 
on Uniswap. You can purchase ETH directly within MetaMask or transfer it from another wallet or exchange.

Buying $APU on Uniswap
 Connect MetaMask to Uniswap: Visit the Uniswap interface and click on "Connect Wallet" in the upper right corner. 

Select MetaMask from the list of wallets
 Select $APU Token: Once your wallet is connected, you'll need to select $APU as the token you wish to purchase. You 

can do this by entering the $APU contract address into the search field. (Ensure you have the correct address to avoid 
scams)

 Swap ETH for $APU: Enter the amount of ETH you wish to swap for $APU. Uniswap will automatically calculate the 
amount of $APU you will receive based on the current exchange rat

 Adjust Slippage and Confirm Transaction: Before confirming the swap, adjust the slippage tolerance according to 
market conditions to prevent transaction failure. Confirm the transaction in MetaMask, acknowledging the gas fee

 Transaction Completion: Wait for the transaction to be processed on the Ethereum blockchain. This can take a few 
minutes, depending on network congestion. Once confirmed, your $APU tokens will appear in your MetaMask wallet.

 ADDING $APU TOKEN TO METAMASK To view your $APU balance directly in MetaMask, you may need 
to add the $APU token manually: • In MetaMask, click on "Add Token." • Enter the $APU contract address 
and the token symbol ($APU). The token decimals should auto-populate. • Confirm, and you should now 
see your $APU balance in your wallet.

Always ensure you are using the official Uniswap interface and have verified the $APU contract address. 
Be cautious of phishing sites and always double-check URLs. Remember, the crypto market is volatile, 
and it's important to do your own research (DYOR) before making any investment. Page
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Investing in cryptocurrencies and participating in the $APU 
ecosystem involves several risks. Prospective investors and 

participants should consider the following factors:
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